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1.  Morphology in English and in general:  An overview  

1.1. Morphology is about the structure of words (“word” taken in a 
morphological sense) and of certain sets of words related to one 
another in meaning and form, in particular: 

 

  (i) about their internal (syntagmatic) structure insofar as they are  
COMPLEX (e.g., king-dom, sing-er, song) rather than SIMPLEX  
(e.g., king, sing); 
 

  (ii) about the paradigmatic relationships among words  
(regardless of whether simplex or complex) or rather WORD  
FORMS (e.g., about relationships like those between  
sing, sings, sang, sung, singing, sung, or between king and  
kings – the sets of inflectional form of nouns and verbs).   
 

More on such paradigmatic relationships later.   
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At this stage only note that morphology is about this following 
sort of thing, too – involving word-class categorisations and 
subcategorisations of simplex words as encountered both in the 
lexicon and the syntax of a language like English:   
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•  the (strong) verb sing  

Being categorised as a member of the word class “verb” has 
these morphological implications:  
  

only verbs inflect for tense, only verbs can be turned into result 
nouns (song) or into modal adjectives (singable), etc.;   
 

being a member of the “strong” subclass of verbs (one of the 
several inflection classes, or conjugations, of English), in this 
case one of the i-a-u (phonologically speaking, /I-œ-Ø/) 
subsubclass, has further morphological implications, namely for 
choosing among the forms available for expressing past tense 
and resultative participle, /sœN/, /sØN/, rather than /sINd/).  
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•  the regular count noun king 

Again, there are morphological implications of word class 
categorisation (noun) and subcategorisation (count):   
 

only count nouns have plurals, while mass nouns as well as 
verbs, adjectives, and suchlike don’t;   
 

being a member of the “regular” inflection class of count nouns 
means the plural form is /kIngz/, rather than, say, /kIngEn/ or 
/kIng/ (which would be “irregular” and have to be learnt 
individually).   
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• To anticipate some technical terminology, morphology, thus, is 
concerned  

 

(i)  with complex LEXEMES and the ways they are formed from, 
and analysed into, their parts (LEXEME FORMATION, 
commonly referred to as "word formation");  and  

 

(ii)  with the relationships among the WORD FORMS which realise 
LEXEMES (comprehensive abstract units) in their respective 
syntactic contexts (which is known as INFLECTION).  
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• Both lexeme formation and inflection are primarily something 
that CONTENT (or LEXICAL) words (of the word classes of nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, some adverbs) participate in, rather than 
FUNCTION (or GRAMMATICAL) words (determiners, adpositions, 
auxiliaries, conjunctions, ...). 

 

Also, PRONOMINAL words, which are often considered function 
rather than content words, generally (and in English too) tend to 
be the most active ones inflectionally (e.g., personal and 
interrogative pronouns are the only words to inflect for case in 
English: subject vs. object case, if this is what it is), and may also 
be involved in word formation (e.g., reflexives in English:  
PERS/POSS.PRO-self). 
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1.2. Complex WORDS are a type of CONSTRUCTIONS 
 

– constructions where MEANINGful parts are combined to give 
MEANINGful wholes.   
 

(Syllables or feet are also constructions, but they are not, as 
such, meaningful, nor are their parts.)   

 

• Like morphology, syntax is about constructions, too.   
Which raises the question how MORPHOLOGICAL constructions 
differ from SYNTACTIC constructions.   
Distinguishing complex words from PHRASES in particular, 
coming next after words on the hierarchy of increasing 
complexity, can indeed be difficult.  
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Always bear in mind that we are dealing with the morphology of 
spoken English;  the orthography of morphological constructions 
is not really our major concern.   
 

It should be noted, nonetheless, that English orthography does 
not consistently distinguish morphological from syntactic 
constructions.   
 

It cannot be taken for granted that when there is a blank space,  
the items thus separated can only be in syntactic construction:   
the parts of morphological constructions can be written solid 
(blackbird, kingdom, kings), linked by a hyphen (word-
formation), or also have a space in between (kitchen table).   
Apostrophes, as in king’s, are an especially intriguing punctuation 
mark. 
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• WORD vs. PHRASE  
 

Here are examples of (i) a phrase (perhaps only parts of a full 
phrase, namely a noun phrase, also comprising the article), 
consisting of an attributive adjective and a noun, i.e., two words, 
and (ii) a word, a noun, embedded in an appropriate larger 
syntactic context:  
   

 (i)  I saw a black BIRD  (or also ... a BLACK BIRD)   

(ii)  I saw a BLACKbird  
 

On what grounds can we conclude that the object of (i) contains  
a phrase and that of (ii) a word?    

Here are some, none wholly unproblematic: 
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• stress pattern:  xY or also XY (= phrase) vs. Xy (=word) 
 but compare:  toy FACtory – TOY factory  

oxford CIRcus – OXford Street   
 

  • inflectability or derivability of left word part :   

the blackest BIRD, a blackish BIRD 

   contrast with:  the annual meeting of VILlage(*s) idiots 
        (even if reference is made to the idiots  

from several villages) 

but compare:  an old peoples’ home, a children’s paradise  
     German ein Altenheim, ein Kinderparadies 
 

  • modifiability of left word part:    an entirely black BIRD 

  • separability of word parts:    a black migrant BIRD    
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Homework puzzles:   
 

1.   Is singable a word or a phrase (consisting of two words, the 
verb sing and the adjective able, in somewhat attenuated form, 
[Ebl])? 
 

2. Is nuclear physicist a word or a phrase?  It is translated into 
German as Nuklearphysiker.  German orthography suggests it is a 
word:  it is written solidly, with no blank or as much as a hyphen.  
English orthography is not as reliable in this respect:  complex 
words can be written solid, with a hyphen, or with a blank.  
Whether it is a word or a phrase, which parts does it consist of? 
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• CLITICS vs. AFFIXES  

Some “words” in some syntactic constructions, on the face of it, 
seem to be lacking something that otherwise distinguishes 
words, what we may call “autonomy”.   
 

Consider the underlined part in this sentence, connected to, or 
separated from, what precedes it by an apostrophe in writing:  

 

The cat’s on the mat 

Is cat’s, consisting of two meaningful parts:  cat and s, a 
complex word (i.e., morphology) or a syntactic construction? 
 

It would be a peculiar syntactic construction, comprising just the 
two parts cat and s:  meaningwise, cat would rather seem to 
belong with the and the s with on the mat.   
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The s in question can be characterised as a reduced, atonic 
variant of a word, the copula verb is;  and this reduced form has 
not only lost its vocalic nucleus, but with it its phonological 
autonomy as a word in its own right:  with no vowel, it can’t 
bear stress.  (Words typically have vowels or at any rate a 
vocalic nucleus, in English and other languages too, and are able 
to bear stress in some circumstances or others.)   
 

It leans on whatever word precedes it, forming one word with it, 
though only in a phonological sense.  More on words in several 
senses later.   
 

Forms lacking phonological wordhood such as ’s are called 
CLITICS.  HOST-CLITIC constructions are special, being subtly 
different from BASE-AFFIX constructions that are at the centre of 
morphology;  a little more light will be shed on them in the next 
lecture.   
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Homework: 
 

To prepare the ground for what is to come soon, compare the 
underlined parts in the following two examples with the clitic ’s 
above:  

 

   the cat’s tail      GENITIVE 

the cats are on the mat  PLURAL 
 

Try to identify similarities and differences. 
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1.3. Usually at least one of the parts of complex words in English  
– their core parts, meaningwise – is able to occur on its own,  
sometimes with slight segmental modifications: 

unsingable:   sing 
sings:     sing 

  blackest:    black 
  blackest:    black 
  blackbird:    black, bird 
  children’s paradise: child, paradise 
  physicist:    physic(s) 
 

 If we provisionally call forms which are able to occur 
independently WORDS – as opposed to BOUND forms (such as -s, 
-est, -ish, -ren, -ist), which may not occur independently – then 
complex words in English can be said to be WORD-BASED. 
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There are other languages where this is not the case, or not always.   
 
Only compare German, where a word part such as Kirch in 
Kirchturm or Kirchlein cannot occur independently:  it needs to 
add a schwa (orthographically e) to gain autonomy, Kirche.  
Therefore, such complex words in German are said to be STEM-
BASED rather than word-based. 
 

There is, in languages like German and unlike English, structural 
reason to assume a unit other than word when dealing with 
complex words;  a common term for such units is STEM.   
Forms such as final schwa in Kirch-e are called STEM FORMATIVEs 
(or stem extensions, or themes).   
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Sometimes yet another level is encountered, that of ROOTS:   
the idea – for languages with more complex morphological 
structures – is that words consist of stems plus something, stems 
in turn consist of roots plus something (or also of stems plus 
something, allowing for recursion). 
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1.4. English morphology in comparison: 

• First, do all languages have complex words?   

•  Second, is English the only language to have complex words  
in addition to simplex words? 

•  Third, is the proportion of complex to simplex words that we  
find in English about the same as that elsewhere (assuming that 
English is not the only language to have complex words)? 
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The anwer to the first question is – in a sense – yes, and that to the 
second therefore no. 

 

The relevant sense is that all languages have complex words of the 
kind due to LEXEME FORMATION.   
 
On the other hand, not all languages have complex words (word 
forms) due to INFLECTION.   
 

• Languages with no inflection are called ANALYTIC (or ISOLATING); 

•   languages with inflection are called SYNTHETIC;   

•   languages with even more inflection than those called synthetic 
are called POLYSYNTHETIC (or INCORPORATING, German 
EINVERLEIBEND).   
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In polysynthetic morphologies, a lot of inflection typically centres on 
the verb, and a single highly inflected verbal word, even including 
information about participants and circumstances of the situation or 
event designated by the verbal word, can form a full sentence;   
if all sentences were just single, quite complex words, there would be 
little point in distinguishing words and sentences in such languages. 
 

To briefly illustrate the types of this morphological typology, here 
are some examples from (very analytic) Vietnamese, (run-of-the-
mill synthetic) Turkish, and (very polysynthetic) West Greenlandic.  
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Pay attention to the way the examples are set out:  
 

•  in the first line is the example form or construction, analysed 
insofar as word-internal boundaries are indicated by hyphens (these 
are not part of the regular orthography of these languages!) and 
blanks tend to indicate boundaries between words; 
 

•  in the second line is the GLOSS, with the segmentation into word-
parts through hyphens faithfully corresponding to that in the example 
in the first line, and with meaning components combined without a 
morphology boundary between them connected by a period (e.g., 
SPECIFIC.ACCUSATIVE) or written together (only in the case of person 
and number: 1PL); 
 

•  in the third line is the TRANSLATION (here into English).  
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tiê´ng Viêt(nam), Viêt-ngû  (Vietmuong subfamily, Mon-Khmer 
family, Austro-Asiatic phylum;  for a grammar sketch see Dình-Hoà 
1997 – apologies for diacritic disarray) 
 

Sáng nay tôi uô´ng hai tách cà.phê 

morning this me drink two cup coffee 

‘I drank two cups of coffee this morning’ 
 

• 8 words in the English translation (to go by blanks in the written 
form), 7 in Vietnamese – not a big deal.  

  

• 3 or 4 words in English are complex (cup-s [PLURAL], drank  
[PAST of drink], I [SUBJECT case, SINGULAR  number of me, we  
...], th-is?,  none is in Vietnamese. 
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Tôi àn lót-då o· câu.låc.bô, chú´ không phåi o· ho·p.tác.xá   

me eat line-stomach at club but not correct at cooperative 

‘I ate breakfast at the club, and not at the cooperative’ 
 

• lót-då  ‘to line [one’s] stomach’, two stems/words, a verb 
followed by a noun, in a morphological construction forming 
one complex word/lexeme. 
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mùa-màng 

REDUPL-crop 

‘crops, vegetation’  
 

• with reduplication to express, among other notions, that of  
COLLECTIVE. 

 

canh-kiê´c 

soup-EMOTIVE  (a suffix) 

‘soup and the like’
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Turkish (Turkic subfamily of Altaic, a family widely spread over 
Eurasia, reaching as far north as Lithuania and as far west as Berlin 
Kreuzberg;  my examples are from the grammar of Lewis 1975) 
 

Ev-ler-i al-dı-k 

house-PLURAL-SPECIFIC.ACCUSATIVE buy-PAST-1PL.SUBJECT 

‘We (have) bought the houses’ 
 

• 2 words in Turkish, 4 (or 5) in English; 

• 8 basic building blocks, to judge by the gloss:  
4 combined in the first word,  4 in the second in Turkish; 
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How are these components expressed and divided up in English? 

 house? 

buy? 

 PLURAL? 

 SPECIFIC object (as opposed to ‘some house’)? 

 ACCUSATIVE? 

 PAST? 

1st person? 

 PLURAL of subject? 
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Tebrik ve  tehekkür-ler-im-i   

congratulation  and  thank-PLURAL-1PL.POSSESSOR-SPEC.ACC 

sun-ar-ım  

present-AORIST-1SG.SBJ  

‘I offer my congratulation and thanks’ 
 

• The first word seems morphologically simplex, in comparison 
with the third, consisting of 4 morphological parts:  How come? 
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daya-n-ıh-tır-ıl-amı-yabil-ecek  

prop.up-REFL-RECIP-CAUS-PASS-IMPOTENTIAL-POTENTIAL-FUTI 

mi-ymih-iz? 

INTERROG-INFERENTIAL-1PL.SBJ 

‘Is it said that we may not be able to be made to practise mutual aid?’ 
 

• Remarkable!  2 words in Turkish, 16 in English! 
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Resim-ler-imiz kardeh-ler-iniz-in-ki-ler-den  

picture-PL-1PL.POSS brother-PL-2PL.POSS-GEN-PRO-PL-ABL  

kıymet-li-dir 

value-ADJECTIVISER-be.3 

‘Our pictures are more valuable than those of your brothers’ 
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Kalaallit oqaasii (the language of the Kalaallit, the inhabitants of 
Greenland having settled there long before the Danes and other 
European whalers arrived;  it is a member of the Inuit subfamily of 
the Eskimo-Aleut family, at home in the entire Arctic area;   
for a grammar see Fortescue 1984) 
 

(kissartu-mik)  kavvi-sur-put 

(hot-INSTRUMENTAL)  coffee-drink-3PL.INDICATIVE 

‘They drank (hot) coffee’ 
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Nuum-muka-ssa-atit 

Nuuk-go.to-FUTURE-2SG.INDICATIVE 

‘You will go to Nuuk’ 
 

 ikiu-palla-ssa-vakkit 

 help-quickly-future-1SG/2SG.INTERROGATIVE 

‘Shall I help you a moment?’ 
 

tusaa-nngit-su-usaar-tuaannar-sinnaa-nngi-vip-putit 

 hear-not-PARTICIPLEINTRANS-pretend-always-can-not-really-2SG.INDICATIVE 

 ‘You simply cannot pretend not to hear all the time’ 
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aliikkus-irsu-i-llammas-sua-a-nira-ssa-gukku ... 

entertainment-provide.with-SEMITRANSITIVE-one.good.at-big-be-

say.that-FUTURE-1SG/3SG.CONDITIONAL 

‘If I should say that he is a good entertainer ...’ 
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First impressions: 

• all examples are one word in West Greenlandic (only the  
adjective in the first example, ‘hot’, would add a second word), 
but many words in English translations;  
 

•   many independent forms in English (“words”:  adverbs,  
negation, modal auxiliaries, pronouns, ...), correspond to bound 
forms (affixes?) in West Greenlandic; 
 

•   many syntactic constructions in English (verb – verb, verb –  
noun) correspond to morphological constructions in West  
Greenlandic. 
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After this illustration, to get back to the third question above, 
slightly rephrased, now that it should be obvious that languages can 
differ on this count: 
 

To what extent is English synthetic? 
 

Answer:  moderately synthetic, less synthetic and correspondingly 
more analytic than Turkish – or also than English itself used to be, 
in Old English times (see SHE II). 
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This answer presupposes that another question is answered first:  
How to measure the extent of inflection? 
 

We’ll see in a moment that this can be done in terms of categories,  
terms, exponents, and domains of inflection. 

 

Or it can also be done in terms of the number of morphemes per word. 
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Latin  
 

domin-u-s   am-a-t   ancill-a-s   pulchr-a-s 

master-THEME-NOM.SG love-THEME-3SG.PRES.IND.ACT maid-THEME-ACC.PL fair-THEME-ACC.PL 

‘(the/a) master loves (the) fair maids.’  
 

12 morphemes and 4 (morphological) words;  syntheticity quotient:  12 : 4 = 3. 

 
English 
 

the  master  love-s   the beauti-ful   maid-s 

DEF Herr  lieb-3SG.PRÄS.IND DEF Schönheit-ADJCT Magd-PL 
 

9 morphemes : 6 (morphological) words;  syntheticity quotient 1,5. 
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1.5. What English has in the way of WORD (=LEXEME) FORMATION 

(Background reading:  Marchand 1969, a handbook, and Adams 
1973 and Bauer 1983, two textbooks) 

 

 • COMPOUNDING 

(compounds being complex words consisting of two or more 
stems, or indeed of two or more words in word-based 
morphologies like that of English) 
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•   ENDOCENTRIC:  kitchen table  – a kitchen table is a table 

   the whole construction is of the same kind, and refers to  
   something of the same kind, as its main constituent part  
   (HEAD) 
 
  EXOCENTRIC:   pickpocket, paperback  

   – a pickpocket is not a pocket nor a pick, but a person  
   who picks pockets, 

   – a paperback is not a back nor paper, but a book with a  
   back made of paper;  

   the whole construction is not of the same kind, and does  
   not refer to something of the same kind, as its main  
   constituent part (HEAD) 
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•  MODIFICATIONAL: kitchen table  

   – a table of the kind to be found in kitchens, not a table  
   which is also a kitchen; 

  COORDINATIVE: woman doctor, owner-occupier,  
       Rowntree-Mackintosh, boyfriend 

   – someone who is a doctor and a woman,  

   – someone who is an owner and an occupier, 

   – a company called Rowntree and Mackintosh, 

   – a friend who is a boy (or is this modificational?); 
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•   a somewhat unusual kind of compounding is BLENDING  
  (sm[oke]/[f]og), which involves segmental reduction  
  (as in CLIPPING:  e.g., p[e]ram[bulator]),  
  hence creates forms whose complexity is opaque rather than  
  transparent, with the full forms hard to recover  
  (but that’s the point of doing such a thing as blending); 

 

•   there are also SENTENCE COMPOUNDS:   
  as in some blue forget-me-nots, with the last word a count  
  noun, unlike any of its parts (thus:  exocentric); 
 

•  also ACRONYMS:  
 

  BBC (with initial letters on their own pronounced in their  
   syllabic forms), 
  

  Unesco, Radar (< radio detection and ranging) (with initial  
   parts combined to syllables). 
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•   What can be compounded with what? 

   • nouns with nouns (kitchen table), adjectives (blackbird),  
    verbs (hovercraft, pickpocket), perhaps a few other kinds  

 of words or even phrases (son-in-law), yielding 
COMPOUND NOUNS;  
 

   • adjectives with nouns (leadfree, foolproof; red-brick),  
    adjectives (deaf-mute), verbs (fail safe), and perhaps  
    others, yielding COMPOUND ADJECTIVES; 
 

   • verbs with nouns (to colour-code, baby-sit, window- 
    shop, all backformations?), adjectives (to fine-tune,  
    double-book, all backformations?), verbs (to trickle- 
    irrigate, freeze-dry?), especially adverbs or particles (to  
    overbook, outperform), yielding COMPOUND VERBS; 
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   • anything else with anything else, yielding anything else? 
 

   • At any rate, there is lots of compounding in English, with  
    compound verbs least popular (except with adverbs/  
    particles) and compound nouns most. 
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• DERIVATION 

 (derivatives being complex words where a stem, or word in  
word-based morphologies, is combined with a meaningful part  
that is not itself a stem/word) 

 

 • describing derivation: 

  • BASE, of a given word class category; 

  • formal OPERATION on the base (adding an exponent),  
with its attendant semantics; 

   • DERIVATIVE, of a given word class category. 
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• Example:  

BASE   /sIN/, a transitive verb, meaning ‘singen’, 
    ‘utter musical sounds with the voice’ 

    OPERATION 

 form:    suffix /Ebl/, 

     meaning: possibility, or also necessity (both  
being modalities) of action designated by 
the base being performed (passive!   
‘able to be sung’, not ‘able to sing’) 

    DERIVATIVE: /sIN-Ebl/, an adjective 
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• kinds of formal operations (EXPONENTS): 

• suffixation, 

• prefixation, 

   • infixation (abso-bloomin’-lutely, sophisti-ma-cated), 

• segmental (believe – belief, to sing a song) and  
suprasegmental (to conVERT – a CONvert) modification, 

   • reduction, of the TRUNCATION type (nominate – nomin- 
ee, navigate – navigable, ambiguous – ambiguity, 
working on the assumption that English derivation is 
word-based rather than stem-based), also remember  
CLIPPING from above (perambulator), 

• suppletion (king – queen? king – king-ly/roy-al, person –  
people/person-s), 
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• conversion (zero-derivation) (to dog from the noun dog;  
a good read, a noun, from the verb to read – and why this 
way rather than the other way round?  Try to define the 
meanings of the words in question in terms of each other), 

 
• back-formation (to televise, to baby-sit);  
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In English, just about anything (nouns, adjectives, verbs) can be 
derived from just about everything (nouns, adjectives, verbs), 
with the derivations MAINTAINING or CHANGING the word class 
of the base (maintaining:  e.g., noun from noun;  changing:  e.g., 
noun from verb), by just about any means. 
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Examples (and do find more!) 

N from N:  kingdom, lioness, kinship, Londoner, Pakistani  

N from A:  bitterness, width, falsehood 

N from V:  baker, employee, arrival, growth, buy 

A from A:  yellowish, deadly, unwise 

A from N:  natural, wooden, black-haired, fruitful, leafy 

A from V:  readable, suggestive 

V from V:  reread, dislike, unfasten 

V from A:  darken, enfeeble, modernize 

V from N:  knife, itemize, enslave, derail 
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1.6. What English has in the way of INFLECTION 

  (Background reading:  any decent grammar of English) 
 

 • Describing inflection:  

CATEGORIES, TERMS, EXPONENTS, DOMAINS (of categories, terms,  
exponents). 

 • Tabular overview of English inflection.  [See extra file.] 
 

 

 • Can inflection change word class, like derivation can? 

   No, not normally. 
   But are participles and gerunds really verbs? 
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English inflection (or, more generally, ACCIDENCE — which includes periphrastic marking) 
 
CATEGORY TERMS exponents    domain 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
NUMBER SINGULAR u 

 PLURAL /Iz, z, s/, /En/, /rEn/, Ø, ... (count) nouns 

  stem-vowel alternation  (count) nouns 

  suppletion    demonstrative pronouns, personal pronouns  
 

CASE SUBJECTIVE u (?) 

 OBJECTIVE suppletion    personal pronouns of 1st person 

  /m/     interrogative pronoun 

 POSSESSIVE suppletion;  /Iz, z, s/, Ø  personal pronouns;  nouns??? 
 

GENDER??? MASCULINE       personal pronoun of 3rd person singular agrees  
        in gender? 

 FEMININE       (are nouns marked for gender?) 

 NEUTER 
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PERSON   1ST suppletion    personal pronoun 

 2ND 

 3RD 
 

ANIMACY ANIMATE suppletion    interrogative and relative pronoun 

 INANIMATE suppletion    (more terms on inanim side:  place, time, manner, ...) 
 

DISTANCE PROXIMAL suppletion    demonstrative pronoun and adverb 

 DISTAL suppletion 
 

DEFINITENESS INDEFINITE suppletion    article 

 DEFINITE suppletion 

 

 

GRADE POSITIVE u      adjectives, adverbs 

 COMPARATIVE /Er/, more, suppletion 

 SUPERLATIVE /Est/, most, suppletion 
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NUMBER- SINGULAR u, /Iz, z, s/    demonstrative pronoun, reflexive/emphatic pronoun 

AGREEMENT PLURAL       verb (3SG) 
 

PERSON- 1ST       copula verb, verb (3SG), reflexive/emphatic pronoun 

AGREEMENT 2ND       copula verb 

 3RD /Iz, z, s/    copula verb 
 

TENSE PRESENT u      verbs 

 PAST /Id, d, t/, Ø 

  stem-vowel alternation, 

  suppletion 

 FUTURE will/shall, be going to, Ø 
 

ASPECT PROGRESSIVE be + PARTICIPLE I   verbs 

 PERFECTIVE have + PARTICIPLE II  verbs 
 

MOOD INDICATIVE /Iz, z, s/ in 3SG   verbs 

 SUBJUNCTIVE no /Iz, z, s/ in 3SG 

 IMPERATIVE basic form (INFINITIVE) 
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POLARITY POSITIVE u      

 NEGATIVE /nt/     auxiliaries 
 

FINITENESS FINITE       verbs 

 INFINITIVE 

 PARTICIPLE I /IN/ 

 PARTICIPLE II /Id, d, t/, /En/, Ø 

  stem-vowel alternation, 

  suppletion 

 GERUND /IN/ 
 

DIATHESIS ACTIVE       verbs 

(VOICE) PASSIVE 

 MIDDLE 
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1.7. Exponence typology   
 

• Types of exponents utilised in English morphology: 

••  suffixation,  

••  stem modification (vocalic: umlaut, ablaut;  consonantal),  

••  reduction (truncation),  

••  zero,  

••  suppletion. 

 

[For a comprehensive catalogue of exponent types see the file 
Types of exponents for Morphology I.]  
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• A further parameter of exponent typology: SEPARATIVE vs.  
CUMULATIVE;   to illustrate from English: 
 

SEPARATIVE  
 

-s  PLURAL     as in (the) cat-s 

  • no further category expressed other than NUMBER; 
 

CUMULATIVE  
 

-s  3RD PERSON SUBJECT,     as in (she) save-s 
SINGULAR NUMBER SUBJECT,  
PRESENT TENSE,  
INDICATIVE MOOD 
 

• i.e., several categories are expressed at the same time, with  
no possibility of further segmenting the exponent so that one  
segment would express one category. 
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Demonstration that -s really expresses (terms of) these four 
categories – PERSON, NUMBER, TENSE, MOOD – through four-way 
contrasts: 

 

1st and 2nd PERSON (vs. 3rd) SINGULAR in INDICATIVE PRESENT:   
I/you save-Ø; 

3rd PERSON PLURAL (vs. SINGULAR) NUMBER in INDICATIVE PRESENT:   
they save-Ø;  

3SG (INDICATIVE) in PAST (vs. PRESENT) TENSE:   
she save-d;  

3SG PRESENT in SUBJUNCTIVE and IMPERATIVE (vs. INDICATIVE) MOOD:   
God save the queen;  someone save me! 
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Homework 

 

What about (Saxon) genitive and singular/plural? e.g. 

these oxens’tails 

these mice’s tails 

these children’s parents 

these cats’ tails 

 

Attempt a morphological analysis.  Are genitive case and plural 
number expressed separately or cumulatively in English?  
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Compare with Turkish: 
 

kedi-ler-in   kuyruk-lar-ı    cats’ tails 

cat-PLURAL-GENITIVE tail-PLURAL-HEAD 

inek-ler-in kuyruk-lar-ı    oxen’s tails 

ox-PLURAL-GENITIVE tail-PLURAL-HEAD 

fare-ler-in kuyruk-lar-ı    mice’s tails 

mouse-PLURAL-GENITIVE tail-PLURAL-HEAD 
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• Brief typological assessment of English inflectional morphology: 
 

Languages can be distinguished as ANALYTIC, SYNTHETIC, and 
POLYSYNTHETIC, depending on whether they have no, less or 
more, a lot of inflectional morphology, measured in categories, 
terms, exponents, and domains. 
 

Vietnamese (for example) is analytic, Modern English is mildly 
synthetic (it used to be more synthetic in its earlier stages), Turkish 
and Daghestanian languages are very synthetic, Eskimo-Aleut and 
most North American Indian languages are polysynthetic (in the 
sense of having a lot of inflection centred on the verb). 
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Languages can further be distinguished as AGGLUTINATIVE and 
FLEXIVE, depending on whether they prefer separative or 
cumulative exponents for inflection, among other distinctions. 
 

While German and Latin (for example) are predominantly 
flexive (and so was earlier English), Modern English is 
predominantly agglutinative in this sense. 
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As shown above, there is (at least) one cumulative exponent, 
though:   

3SG INDIC PRES -s  

– to make matters worse, for terms of the relevant categories 
which are all unmarked:  the unmarked person is 3rd (neither 
speaker nor addressee);  the unmarked number is singular;   
the unmarked mood is indicative;  the unmarked tense is present.  
 
[More on MARKEDNESS later, in Morphology II.]  
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However, this may only be true for Standard English.  Many 
regional and social varieties of English are doing something 
about this: 
 

• they either extend -s to all singular persons, so that it becomes 
a number marker, expressing no person distinctions (I says, 
you says, he/she says, we/you/they say); 

 

• or they omit the -s entirely from verb inflection (I say, you 
say, he/she say, we/you/they say); 

 

• and/or they don’t use the subjunctive, thereby getting rid of  
the mood contrast. 

 
 


